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Abstract: This paper deals with the reactive control of an autonomous robot which
should move safely in a crowded unknown environment to reach a goal. A behavior
based approach is used to realize obstacle avoidance within a neural model conceived
from a set of examples of perception/action relations; supervised learning is used for
the aim; while goal-reaching task is realized using a fuzzy rule-based system. A task
activation module is used to generate the overall command, resulting from the fuzzy
controller and the neural model. Real time simulation examples of generated path
with proposed techniques are presented.
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1 Introduction
One of the major challenges in the development of intelligent mobile robotic systems is endowing
them with an ability to plan motions and to navigate autonomously in a crowded environment avoiding
any type of obstacles. Different kinds of the path planning problem can be illustrated; the simplest
one is to find a continuous path from a starting position to a goal position given the exact description
of the environment. Different global approaches were applied for the purpose such as decomposition,
road-map, and retraction methods.
When dealing with unknown environment, much fewer approaches are used; obstacles in that case
are either detected locally during the robot movement and dynamically incorporated into the path gen-
eration process, or approximated in the workspace (Miura, Uozumi, and Shirai [9]; Yu and Su [10];
Bennewitz, Burgard and Thrun [11]). [12]
A way to deal with the navigation problem is within behavior based navigation approaches. The main
idea is to subdivide the navigation task into small subtasks. Several behavior-based control schemes have
been achieved inspired by the subsumption architecture of Brooks[13][14]such us reactive behaviors de-
fined by Arkin using motor schemes (Arkin [15][16][17]); DAMN architecture presented by Rosenblatt
et al.[18][19][12] in which a centralized module of votes provided by independent behaviors combines
into a voted output and fuzzy logic approach to manage behaviors used by Saffiotti [13], Seraji et al.
[14][15] and others [16][17].[18]
This framework provides an overview on the contribution of soft computing to the field of behavior
based robot control, a hybrid approach is adopted using both neural and fuzzy logic methods to realize
the specified task of reaching a goal with obstacles avoiding in a crowded unknown environment. A
neural model is conceived to synthesize avoiding obstacle behavior from a set of examples representing
the perception/action relation using a supervised learning strategy. Goal-reaching task is realized using
a fuzzy rule-based system. A task activation module is used to generate the overall command, resulting
from the fuzzy controller and the neural model. Simulation examples of generated path with proposed
techniques are presented.
2 Neural networks in robotics
Historically, robots for industrial purposes involved little or no learning. Recently, a growing interest
in unstructured environments has encouraged learning intensive design methodologies. The emerging
class of robots must be able to interact responsively with people and other robots providing assistance and
service that will increasingly affect everyday life. Robots may learn by adjusting parameters, building
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environmental models such as maps, exploiting patterns, evolving rule sets, generating entire behaviors,
devising new strategies, predicting environmental changes, recognizing the strategies of opponents or
exchanging knowledge with other robots.
Essentially, neural networks deal with cognitive tasks such as learning, adaptation, generalization
and optimization. Indeed, recognition, learning, decision-making and action constitute the principal
navigation problems. To solve these problems fuzzy logic and neural networks are used. They improve
the learning and adaptation capabilities related to variations in the environment where information is
qualitative, inaccurate, uncertain or incomplete. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are algorithms based
very loosely on the neural phenomenon of spreading activation. ANNs can encode knowledge and skill
implicitly as associative connections between nodes. Stimulation introduced to the input nodes of a
neural network travels between layers of the network to produce some output on the other end. This
output is evaluated by a trainer who applies supervised or unsupervised learning to alter the weights of
synaptic connections and thereby change the way the network will respond. In this way, ANNs allow
human knowledge and guidance to orchestrate the learning process. Such techniques, where learning is
applied by a knowledgeable teacher, are often referred to as robot shaping.
Usually robot shaping involves symbolic interaction between a human and robot and may even in-
volve a high-level tasking language. Such an interface allows humans to supply high-level assistance and
allows the robot to accomplish the low-level learning necessary to achieve the goal. [19]
3 Robot description
The robot used in this work has been conceived in our laboratory [20][21] around a hardware ar-
chitecture that facilitates the communication with a remote computer in different ways. It was based
on different modules as shown in Figure (1). Every module has processing capabilities that allows up-
dating the type of the low level current controller for the motor driver (2), test different dead reckoning
approximations for the wheel encoders that determines the position (3) or compute different averaging
methods for the infrared sensors (4). The robot can be totally free with an embedded master controller
while transmitting wireless information to a computer, or the computer can be its master taking inputs
and giving orders.
A mechanical structure handling this architecture was based on two DC motors controlling through
gears two differential wheels. Wheels are provided with encoders that allows after processing determin-
ing an approximate relative position of the robot. Eight Infrared sensors are placed on a circle every 45◦,
they sense for obstacles by measuring the reflected light.
Figure 1: Robot Architecture
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Figure 2: IR sensors (IR diode + Phototransistor)
Figure 3: Robot parameters
The figure (3) shows the robot parameters where C is the center of the wheels and G is the gravity
center, d separate these two centers as the in the general case d is always different than zero.
The movement vector q containing variables of the robot has the Cartesian coordinates of the center,
the orientation and angle of each of left and right wheels:
q = (xc,yc,φ ,θr,θl) (1)
Given the kinematics equations of this model:
y˙c cosφ − x˙c sinφ −dφ˙ = 0
x˙c cosφ + y˙c sinφ −bφ˙ = rθ˙l
x˙c cosφ + y˙c sinφ +bφ˙ = rθ˙r
We can obtain the Pfaffian kinematics constraint:
A(q)q˙ = 0 With
A(q) =
 −sinφ cosφ −d 0 0−cosφ −sinφ −b r 0
−cosφ −sinφ b 0 r

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Deriving the Kinetic energy equation and considering the system with the Pfaffian constraint, we
obtain the matrix differential system:
M(q)q¨+V (q, q˙) = E(q)τ−AT (q)λ
A(q)S(q) = 0
ST (MSυ˙(t)+MS˙υ(t)+V ) = τ
The resulting system is based on non-stationary matrices that will be re-computed every simulation step:
x˙ =
[
Sυ
0
]
+
[
0
I
]
u
Thus we have an approximate model of the robot dynamics. Matrices of this differential equation have
parameters measured on the real robot and some others are variables computed on the run with the
simulation like position and speed.
The input of this equation is the torque applied on every wheel. Resolving theses equations provide
the speed and position of the robot.
Figure 4: Robot dynamic model input output
4 Proposed approach
A hybrid approach is adopted using both neural and fuzzy logic methods to realize the specified task
of reaching a goal point while avoiding obstacles. The control structure is made of two tasks as seen
in the figure (5), a task for reaching the goal and a second one for avoiding obstacles; the input of the
control system is sensors data and the outputs are the actuators command.
 Obstacle avoidance 
 
Goal Reaching 
 (main task) 
actuators sensors  
Figure 5: Control structure
5 Goal reaching task
The Goal Reaching task is expected to align the robot’s heading with the direction of the goal; goal
is the orientation difference between the robot axe and the goal.
A fuzzy controller is used to accomplish the task as shows the figure (7), with FC-lw and FC-rw the
fuzzy command respectively of the left wheel and the right wheel.
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Figure 6: Goal orientation resolving
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Figure 7: Goal reaching controller
Fuzzy sets
The variable ’ goal ’ has 8 fuzzy sets: ( left, front left, front, front right , right, right back, back, left
back )
The variables FC-lw and FC-rw have 6 fuzzy sets: (go ahead, go more on left, go more on right,
quick turn left, quick turn right, go back )
Fuzzy inference system
The inference system id defined by the following rules:
• If goal is on front then go ahead
• If goal is on left then go more on left
• If goal is right then go more on right
• If goal is back then go back
• If goal is on front left then quick turn left
• If goal is left back then go back and go more on left
• If goal is on right back then go back and Go more on right
• If goal is on front right then quick turn right
 
-180° -135° -90° -45° 0°  45°  90° 135° 180° 
B  LB    L     FL     F   FR   R    RB  B                     
θgoal   
Figure 8: Inputs and Outputs membership functions
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6 Obstacle avoidance task using neural robot behavior modelling
For the task of avoiding obstacles, a neural model is utilized, reproducing the robot behavior in the
used environment in order to avoid obstacles. It is a way of learning the environment with obstacle
existence by affecting command values to each vector data from sensors. In our application the model
inputs are the 8 infrared sensors data and the outputs are the commands of each wheel motor.
  
Robot behavior 
model  
C1 
C2 
NC_lw 
NC_rw 
C8 
Figure 9: Obstacle avoidance strategy
 C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
Figure 10: Infrared sensors position
The corresponding neural network model is a normalized multilayer perceptron (MLP) composed of
5 hidden neurons with sigmoidal activation functions and two output linear neuron representing wheels
command. The training algorithm used is the backpropagation algorithm with simple gradient. The
simple gradient version consists in modifying the weights w according to the following formula:
w( k) =w(k −1) + ∆w(k) with :
∆w(k) =−µ ∂J
∂w
where
µ
is the training step.
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Figure 11: Neural network architecture
The network training is made using a conceived indoor environment with many obstacles of different
shapes. The training data was collected using a joystick to guide the robot navigation in the environment
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while avoiding obstacles. A sequence of the 8 sensors data and the corresponding wheels command is
registered in a file used for the training and test of the achieved model.
The model validation is made by computing the prediction error and by testing the robot behavior in the
same environment after its training. The training examples describing the obstacle avoiding behavior
should be chosen carefully in order to be representative and can be generalized for other environments.
A first training was made in a learning environment endowed with simple obstacles shape; we use a more
type of the learning environment. The training principle is to learn the robot how to dodge obstacles; the
robot goes forward, its front should be free otherwise it turns and follows the obstacle border as seen in
figures (12) and (13). As a basic environment was used the one shown in the figure1.a; the test result
was satisfactory in the same environment but collisions were detected when adding particular shapes of
obstacles like corners or U traps. A second training is then achieved to learn avoiding this particular
type of obstacles as seen in figure (13); the navigation test was satisfactory for corners but not for U
traps; the robot begins to oscillate between the right and left side without having an outlet, in fact the
same command is alternately applied for left and right wheel which causes the oscillation behavior. This
situation was treated in the task activation module that gives the overall command for reaching goal and
avoiding obstacles tasks.
 
Figure 12: Behavior robot learning in simple environment
7 Task activation
The overall command, resulting from the fuzzy controller for reaching goal and the neural model
for avoiding obstacles, is computed by a task activation module as shows the figure (14). A third unit
is used at the input of the task activation module; it determines the situation (context) concerning the
robot localization. Three situations are considered according to sensors data giving information about
obstacles existence.
S1: IF C1 is far AND C2 is farEˇAND C8 is far THEN obstacle is far
S2: IF C1 is near OR C2 is nearEˇOR C8 is near THEN obstacle is near
S3: IF C1 is near AND C2 is near AND C4 is near AND C6 is near AND C7 is near AND C8 is near
THEN trap situation
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Figure 13: Behavior robot learning in complex environment (particular shaped obstacles)
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Figure 14: Task activation module
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The input fuzzy sets describing the distances of each sensor to the nearest obstacle is defined in the
figure (15).
 
0  20  
  100 
far near 1 
Figure 15: Membership functions for distance to obstacle
Trap situation is activated when the robot is trapped in a narrow corridor; the neural controller gives
in this case a bad behavior; the robot begins to oscillate between the right and left side without having an
outlet. The figure (16) shows an example of a trap situation.
 
 
 
Figure 16: Example of a trap situation
The task activation module is made up of a fuzzy rule base:
IF situation THEN task i Three rules are considered as follows:
• IF obstacle is far THEN Goal reaching
• IF obstacle is near THEN obstacle avoidance
• IF trap situation AND 0 < goal < pi THEN turn left ELSE turn right
8 Simulation results
To verify the validity of the proposed approach, some cases were illustrated using a real time simula-
tion of the upper presented robot; it has to move from a given current position to a desired goal position
in an unknown environment endowed with different obstacle shapes: simple shapes as seen in figure (17)
and particular ones depicted by figure (18.2). The learned environment and a new one were both tested
for the robot navigation depicted respectively by figures (18) and (17). The robot is any case, able to
reach the goal placed behind obstacles while avoiding obstacles successfully.
9 Summary and Conclusions
This framework presented a behavior based approach making use of the neural network and fuzzy
control to realize the task of reaching goal in a crowded environment. A neural network modelling the
robot behavior when encountering obstacles is conceived using supervised learning. Different shapes
of obstacles were learned; the neural model should associate a particular sensor data to a given action.
The goal reaching task was achieved using a fuzzy rule-based system; coordination of the two tasks
was addressed using a task activation module giving the overall action depending on the context. The
simulation examples of the generation of the collision free path with goal reaching show that designed
strategy is acceptable as solution of this problem.
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Figure 17: Collision free goal reaching in an unlearned environment
 
Figure 18: Collision free goal reaching in a learned environment
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